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About This Game

Years after leaving his family to wander Overworld, Viktor returns home to find his mother has long since passed away and his
brother, Zane, has risen from the rank of recruit to commander of the Legion. Although his ascent through the ranks was quick,
Zane finds himself struggling with the many pressures that come with his position. Having left his brother to struggle alone once
before, Viktor is determined to join the Legion to support his brother in any way he can. Shortly after he joins, however, a chain

of events begins to unfold that will change the face of Overworld forever. Things are not always as they seem, and in bloody
times like these, loyalty is more precious than gold.

Features

Follow Viktor's origins story first hand as you climb through the Legion's ranks, years before the events of the first game

Complete over 90 missions each with their own unique challenges

Master Viktor's unique phase mechanic, which allows you to phase through enemies, projectiles, and even walls

Unlock over 40 different upgradable weapons and rare armor pieces with unique properties

Challenge yourself with bounty hunter missions that pit you against a plethora of fierce minibosses

Explore the world around you, discover the secret rooms and hidden passages in every level
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Conquer a New Game+ mode that unlocks more than just difficulty
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A fun little retro SRPG. There are a lot of different builds and party formations to try.

The UI takes a little getting used to (should be improved in next patch) but in general it is fun.

Could be a bit longer? Looks like I beat the game in 8 hours. But the game is priced accordingly.. devs abandoned :( no updates
in the past year.. if your looking for a good splitscreen game this is it. It was way too short. I couldn't believe it was already over.
No strong conclusion either. No aftermath. Just this abrupt ending - straight to the credits.
You might wonder what happend to all characters due to your choices, what happened to the system - but you'll never know. Did
you do good? Bad? Average? Who knows. Definitely not you :). And they also say Alexander was a tyrant.. It's basic, but
GREAT! Full price is reasonable, but sale is always a plus. It's a bit of a hand full on take off. 3\/4 power until the tail lifts, then
pour the coal to it. She flies awesome, but there is NO TRIM. I've found she'll climb very well at full power, and will cruise
level at 1,050-1,100 RPM. Don't forget to adjust your mixture at altitude.

Easy to learn, just follow the check lists.

. Outstanding tutorials, highly recommend if you are trying to learn portrait drawing.
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this is a must have dlc for x rebirth

This add makes x rebirth more life-like. really great improvement over the old sectors. it was quick. tons of procedurally
generated dungeons to crawl (even if they are all basically the same)
- lots o' loot to be found
- enchanting
- you genuinely always feel like you are progressing your character
- you can run this @ 60fps on any system out there if the processor isn't from 1992..... maybe even then tbh lol
- you'll waste a few hours of your life

what's not to love?!
. Phew, weird game. Looks in the videos much more interesting. Unfortunately very soapy gameplay and really a very bad
soundscape. Unfortunately, the graphics are also very old-fashioned. And i found only one server ?!

3 / 10. The physical card game is awesome, and so is this. It plays nice and quick as all the card shuffling and dice sorting is all
taken care of. It has just enough animation to make it interesting, but not so much that it intrudes on the gameplay.

Game Gathering 2019 Trailer:
Hey guys, we have wonderful news! For the first time, our indie game project Utopia Syndrome will be presented at Games
Gathering 2019 - it is one of the biggest events in our country! We are a small team of indie developers, enthusiasts and big fans
of computer games, so this event is very important and exciting for us! We decided to prepare a new invitation trailer, hope you
will like it, enjoy!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLOmY2CPlOs. Project Maze: Big Maze Mode:
Hello and hi!

In next update with earlier announcement UI update and gamepad support will be added Extra Modes with.. ahem, BIG MAZE.

It's in 3x larger than usual maze. And looks pretty simple. Yeah, it's because that large maze showed 3 FPS at old machine [read
laptop] and unstabel FPS [60-110] at modern. Even if i made several levels of LOD's. But hey now it's look kind of "retro" [i
hope]. So right now it show near 30 fps at old machines and stable FPS at modern.

P.S. I'll add achievement as reward to all who completed this maze.. -Episode 2: Cryptofutures Is Out Now-:
Hello All,

We just released Episode 2! It should be in your current version of the game (1.0.3). We also made the following updates:

- Camera zooms out a little smoother
- Episode 1 levels got a few changes (mostly difficulty tweaks)
- Slight improvements to the editor, but it still has a ways to go
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- Slo-mo threshold was reduced, so you should see it more (slo-mo is enabled when you fling a ball while it's still moving)

We also added 2 new leaderboards (for Ep. 1 + 2) and one new achievement.

We also promise it will not take a whole extra year for Episode 3 (and full release) to arrive. We are well underway on that -
current estimation is about 2-3 months.

Enjoy!

-Miles @ Pixeljam

PS - The Linux version of Episode 2 is a bit behind and should be available within the week.. GraFi 2 in Steam Store !:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1092650/GraFi_2/

New part of our casual, colorful,minimalist, physical puzzle game with changing gravity will be available soon)

.
Video Roundup:
Hey adventurers!

Just wanted to give a shout-out to the Youtubers and Streamers who have covered Aura of Worlds over the past month.

It's all been quite positive so far.
They've helped build awareness for the project, as well as providing feedback which has and still is being used to refine the
game.

A toast to the following creators
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